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Evidence is presented from normal run magIletogI:am data
of Huancayo, Kodaikanal and Kakioka to show that geO~
magnetic solar flare effect (SFE or Crochet, occurs not only
in the sunlit hemisphere but also in dark hemisphe reo Using
a selected sample of five events \>bserved over the period
1969-71, it is noticed that discrepancy exists between the
observed characteristiCS of nighttime geomagnetic SFE ancl
those expected from the interpr~tation
that the nighttime
geomagnetic SFE is due to induced currents that are forced
t~ flow into the ,dark. hemisphere owing to the sudden increase in electrical conductivity of the sunlit hemisphere.
This discrepancy may be due to some of the inherent assumptions . of -the theoretical model used .for calculating the
characteristics of induced currents in the dark' hemisphere.
SoLAR FLARES are usually. accompanied by bursts
- of electromagnetic radiation over a wide spectral
range and occasionally by particle emission. One of
the immediate -consequences of the interaction of
flare emitted electromagnetic radiation with the
earth's upper atmosphere is the occurrence of sudden
ionospheric disturbances (SIDs). One of these SIDs
is the geomagnetic solar flare effect\(SFE or Crochet)
which manifests as a sudden short-lived perturbation
in the geomagnetic elements as monitored ill' the
sunlit hemisphere. Most of the earlier work on SFE
is mainly devoted to the sunlit hemisphere as it is
.generally considered that SFE occurs only in the

world wide transient phenomenon, OhsJ1io~~alCUlated',
the time lag and intensity of geomagnetic SfE~ue',.tq
electromagnetic induction. fIe ••found tM! a~~~;
current flows in the dark . hemisphereand.its~tcm.sity (near .midnight area) is about 20% of tltatin,
the sunlit hemisphere (near the subsolar ~~)'and
reaches a maximum over the globe in aboutO·S.~o.;
J'O min after sudden increase in conductivityint"'csunlit hemisphere ..
An examination of nor-mal tun magnetogta.m;
data of Kodaikanal,a station in the electrojet,sJ\()Yied several instances during nighttime'wh~n there;are
conspicj.lous short-lived perturbations in ~~~I(:
elements (usually in H compoJilen~)which arc ~t
to occur in concurrence with both solarX-ray~
(I-8A) (monitored by SOLRAD--9 and PUbl~~"'~
Solar Geophysical Data, ESSA/NOAA) dd~n~ .~.
the sunlit hemisphere (Solar Ge()physicall)att'i)~;
observation lends further support to_thepO~i~
that SFE on geomagnetic variation occo/s 'n()t:~~
in the sunlit hemisphere but also in the-d.ark~~'.
.sphere reported by earlier workers. Heteaftcr,';f6i
thesake of convenience \ the nighttinie geo:rna~ic;
effect of solar flares will be referred to ..as.;'~,.
while the daytime effects will be referred,to '. ~',"
throughout this communicatiOn. Apreliminatj~~)'
of NTSFEs observed at '-Kodaikanal. shoW~.~,
they exhibited a well defined shape ·andsWficl'"
amplitude in H-componeht (> 4y at thetn~~i
and are. characterised by slower risean.d, d~a:.y
..
pared to SFEs observed at th~ same ~~.'~'
' '..
purpose of this communication is tQ ..sl19\V~.
NTSFE occurs both at· equatorial and low li.ti~"
stations in tbedark' hemisphe~ using nonn~"~
magnetogram data of Huancayo (geogr; lat., JW«f3-$r.
geogr. long., 75°20'W), Kottaibnal
(~gr:' .tat~J:
lOoI4'N; geogr.long., 77"28'E).and Kakioka(~.
lat., 3601A'N;!geogr.Jong., 140"11'E); andtQ~.~·,\
characteristics of SFE and NTSFE intheIiJbt~ftb.tt:
..•.....
existing theory on the origin of NTSFE by O~!",·
'.'
mentioneaearlier.
This is done withas~'>:
·,.'com.·."'

... ·..".·");"

sunlit
hemisphere.
Ho~ever
~Ohshio1
from an analysis
of
15 crochets
obServed
dUring
IOY reported
for the
first time ,that geomagnetic solar flare effect occurs
not only in the' sunlit hemisphere but also in the
dark hemisphere. He noticed the amplitude of the
nighttime geomagnetic SFE to be small and its shape
to be not distinct even,at the maximum sYige. Later
observations of" Pinter2 and Srivastava and. Abbas3
lend further support to this observation. Ohshio1 . sample of 5 events observed over a period ~f tIJ.rtc,
advanced the interpretation that the nighttime geo- years, viz. 1969-71. The bre events are so ~;
magnetic effect 'of sola.r flare is due to electric cur- such that at the time ofal1eiroccurrence.II~)'Q·.··.
relJ.tsinduced in the dark hemisphere due to enhanced lies in the sunlit hemispber~ I and Kpa.i\'.~J'·#.
Kakioka lie at various distances
.. in the dittt~."
electrical coriducti~ity in the sunlit hemisphere.
Using the .earlier ~ork ()f Rikitake and Yukutake" sphere. All the·S events studied a.:e ae¢om~j;t~:'f
o - _
.'''- " ",
'-:,',:".;.:":>";
who treated the geomagnetic solar flare effect as a solar X-ray flares (1-8 A) and SIDs .. In. F1S.':l,i(.:
:r,~'"
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To study the characteristics of the simultaneous
SFE and NTSFE, their times of start, maximum and
end have been read from the original magnetograms
with an accuracy of ±. 2 min. The amplitude I m Iy
of both SFE and N TSFE has been calculated following accepted practice using the expression;
...(1)
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where hl, h2 and h3 are the values of the horizontal
component of magnetic field at the start, end and
maximum of the event. In Table 1 is presented the
data concerning the characteristics of SFE and NTSFE
for these 5 events. The following features may. be
noticed. Firstly, the occurrence of the maximum of
SFE and NTSFE is not nearly simultaneous in all the
cases considered as the time delay between the
maximum of SFE and NTSFE is too high to be
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Fig. I-A typical example of simultaneous SFE and NTSFEs
observed at Huancayo, Kodaikanal and Kakioka S>n 12 Sep.
1971as a consequence of solar X-ray flare (1-8 A) at 16191624-1634hrs UT

shown a typical example of the geomagnetic solar
flare effect observed simultaneously at Huancayo,
Kodaikanal and Kakioka on 12 Sept. 1971. In Fig. 2
is presented the time correlation of the occurrence
of SFE at Huancayo and NTSFEs at Kodaikanal and
Kakioka for the 5 events studied, with the solar
X-ray flare (1-8 A). The c~nvincing association in
eo too
time between the occurrence of solar X-ray flare,
eo
40 50
o
10
ZO
30
SFE and NTSFEs may be noticed. None of the 5
TIME,min
t START OFSOL.AR
X-RAY FLARE
events studied occurred during the course of a
(I- sA)
magnetic storm and hence could not be magnetic
Fig.
2Time correlation of SFE, NTSFE with solar X-ray
bays, which occur usually during the main phase of
flare (1-8 Al
the storm. Further, the possibility that the effects
M-Maximum
M'-Maximum
S-Start
a-Maximum
S'-Start
X-ray
v-End X-Maximum
.L-Start
(1-8
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[(Solar
noticed in the dark hemisphere at KodaikanalFlare
and
E-End
x-End
E'-End]
}
(Kodaikanal)
(Huancayo)
(Kakioka)
NTSFE
NTSFE
SFE
Kakioka could be sudden impulses (SIs) is eliminated
after checking with the data on sudden impulses
(Solar Geophysical Data ESSAjNOAA). These observations clearly indicate that the effects observed at
Kodaikanal and Kakioka are genuine effects that
occur simultaneously with SFE at Huancayo and the
corresponding solar X-ray flare (1~8 A).
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Table l-Charactclristics of Simultaneous SFE (at Huancayo) and NTSFE [at Kodaikanal (KDK) and Kakioka (KA)]
Date

KA
Max
UT
O'll
End
-0'13
25'0
0'10
0'07
0'47
23'0
47'0
8'0
+
1'0
Solar+
X-ray

KDK of SFE
andof
atthe
-+
8'0
+Ratio
30'0
between
33'0
5'0
0'45
0'32
0'13
0'21
5'0
0'15
amplitude
Time delay
in minutes KDK
SFE
toNTSFE
NTSFE
at ofmaximum
•••

28 Feb, 1969
18 Jan. 1970
18 Feb, 1970
12 Sep, 1971
3 Oct. 1971
226
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ascribed, to any artificial errors involved in' scaling of
the magnetograms. Secondly, the ratio of amplitude

established, ,that Pi2 mieropUlsatjq~. ,,'~~lJt""
frequently during nighttime. ,with ,a~i~

of NTSFE to SFE lies in the range 0'10 to 0'50. before local midnight and its aml'lit~~,d~~t<
A consideration of the above results in the light of . on latitude with a maximum at thea~TQ11'IJa.ti~~~ ', •. ~}i1·!:'.
those expected on Ohshio's work shows on,ly partial The dominant period of Pi2 fniCropulsationSl~',fl<t'\V'7"J~~:
agreement as the maximum of SFE and NTSFE do ever, independent of latitude accordin8~~siJ.i::l{
not occur simultaneously withjn 1 min and'the ratio
of the all}plitude of NTSFE to SFE is not always less
than 0'2 as expected~ These discrepancies and the
inadequacy of the Ohshio's interpretation, in its pre.•
sent form, could be due to the fact that Ohshio's
work is based on the simple model of Rikitake and,
Yukutake' which assumes the electric conductivity of
the sunlit hemisphere to increast; suddenly without
duration and the Ionospheric conductivity is assumed
to be isotropic.

,',.~.
investigators.
, "
. ,.",j>,
Continuous photographic. record~ngoftlfll~,?;""
'j~;t,
and D of the geomagnetic field is,being @l.l7~f:~~
. :,t:i.~,:
institute with the La Cour and WatsollvaJ'k>~'
'l;;;~"
calibrated with quartz horizontal magilet~~:
(QHM) and magnetic zerO'balance (BM.z:)and$'~7
mented with a proton precession magnetom~er"hl,
this communication' we present the re&:ultlSQf.9~~'~
study on nighttime (1800-0600 hrs) Pi2 IwctopllJ,~
tions (in H component) Qvera period of I yr(J~,,,~~ •
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The occurrence characteristic of nighttime Pi2 micropulsations at Kodaikanal (geogr. lat: 100
z >zN
0 014' N; dip: 3'50'WN)W~
o 40
. 0,u- data for a l-yr 0:: 80
is studied from normal run magnetogram
60
40
period from January to December 20t
1973. It• is noticed that the III
ocCurrence of Pi2 pulsationS is a broad maximum around
local midnight. The dependence of the occurrence of Pi2
pulsations on magnetic activity is of composite nature in that
the occurrence is positively correlated with K. index in the
range 0+ to 2, and negatively correlated with Kf) index in the
range 2 to 5,
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IRREGULAR
PULSATIONS
in geomagnetic field have
been studied for more than half-a-century under
various names ever since it was noticed as a characteristic..pulsation at the' start of a geomagnetic bay by
Angenheister1• The' nomenclature for geomagneticmicropulsations is nowstandardized2 and irregular
damped oscillations in geomagnetic field 'with periOds
:·in the range 40-1.50 sec are designated as Pi2 (Pi2
corresponds to P, adopted by the 10th committee of
IAGA in 1957)~ Earlier work on Pi2 pulsations has
been reviewed' by Jacobs and Westphal3 and Troitskaya4 and on rilicropulsations in general by Campbe1l5'
(for the period 1969:71). It is now more or less

